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Description
I've noticed a weird bug: when a fellow member accepts a friendship request, I see a notification in my BP Admin bar. But for some
reason, it always seems to display the notification of the last person who accepted a friendship request, even after I click on the
notification and visit the user's profile.
I've checked this on multiple computers/browsers/OS's, and I've also done hard refreshes to try and rid myself of the persistent
notification.
NOT a big priority.
History
#1 - 2010-05-17 06:56 PM - Boone Gorges
This is a known issue with the 1.2 branch of BuddyPress core. I'll monitor BP Trac for updates and apply any patches that come along.
#2 - 2010-05-17 06:59 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Assigned to Hold
#3 - 2010-07-15 05:16 PM - Boone Gorges
- Priority name changed from Low to Normal
Also being experience. by Sarah.
#4 - 2010-07-15 05:18 PM - Boone Gorges
- Target version set to 1.0.1
#5 - 2010-08-29 01:59 PM - Boone Gorges
An update that nothing has happened with this in BP Core: http://trac.buddypress.org/ticket/2471
#6 - 2010-08-29 02:00 PM - Boone Gorges
- Target version changed from 1.0.1 to Future release
#7 - 2010-08-29 10:40 PM - Matt Gold
There seems to be some doubt expressed in that ticket as to whether it's really a duplicable problem . . .
#8 - 2010-09-24 01:33 AM - Matt Gold
Noting a report of this submitted through UserVoice
#9 - 2010-10-03 09:01 PM - Sarah Morgano
Noting another report of this submitted through the Commons email account.
#10 - 2010-12-09 11:17 AM - Matt Gold
Just noticed this happening again with a new friendship accepted notification that won't clear. Boone, has there been any movement on this issue
within BP?
#11 - 2010-12-09 11:25 AM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Hold to Assigned
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- Priority name changed from Normal to Low
http://trac.buddypress.org/ticket/2471
Nothing yet.
#12 - 2011-11-30 12:03 AM - Matt Gold
Noticing a recurrence of this with our most recent upgrade. Any news?
#13 - 2011-11-30 07:45 AM - Boone Gorges
Nothing that I've heard of.
#14 - 2014-05-01 09:20 AM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Assigned to Rejected
- Target version deleted (Future release)
I haven't heard of recurrences of this issue (either here or on the linked BP ticket) so I'm going to close this one. (And in fact, it's likely that the whole
issue is no longer valid, since the Notifications refactoring of BP 1.9.) If more issues arise, please reopen with details.
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